
Artist:Â Thomas JulierVenue:Â Bureaucracy Studies, LausanneExhibition Title:Â A Knife is a Bloody MetaphorDate: September 27 â€“ November 15, 2020Note: The press text for the exhibition is available here.Click here
to view slideshowï»¿Full gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Video:ï»¿Thomas Julier, A Knife is a Bloody Metaphor, 2020, 4K rendered animation with audio, 03:28Images courtesy of Bureaucracy
Studies, LausanneLink: Thomas Julier at Bureaucracy StudiesThe post Thomas Julier at Bureaucracy Studies first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Timur Si-QinVenue:Â von ammon co, Washington
DCExhibition Title:Â Take Me, I Love YouDate: October 17 â€“ November 15, 2020Note: Heaven is Sick, aÂ text written by the artistÂ is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and
link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of von ammon co, Washington DCPress Release:I pray for strength like a tree.I pray for time like a mountain.I pray for forgiveness like a river. I pray for wisdom like
the mother. I am already yours.&#8211; New Peace Open PrayerWashington DC: von ammon co is pleased to announce its next solo show, â€‹Take Me, I Love You, â€‹by New York based German artist Timur Si-Qin.
This full-scale show will be the first of its kind in the United States, and will feature eleven new works by the artist, a combination of 3d printed sculptures, computer-generated landscapes and branded graphics from the
artistâ€™s meta project: New Peace. Concurrent with the exhibition, Si-Qin will release parts 1 and 2 of his new essay titled â€‹Heaven is Sick.New Peace is a proposal for a new form of spirituality in the face of global
pandemics, climate change, and biodiversity collapse. The legacy of agricultural religions of the West have led the world to an ecological precipice. The farming eschatology, particularly, of Christianity have promoted an
extractive attitude towards nature. Westerners are raised to regard Nature as a soul-less and limitless resource for humans, to use and to hold in dominionâ€”as given by God.On the other hand the global Indigenous
worldview has always recognized Nature as inherently alive, intelligent, symbiotic, and sacred. As the ecological consequences of climate change intensify, it is the global Indigenous worldview, rather than the Western
one, that is being revealed to have been the more rational one all along.Spirituality and religion are some of the most powerful forces shaping human culture and behavior. New Peace is an artwork in the form of a
campaign to articulate a spirituality of symbiosis for the 21st century.New Peace comprises four modules or ideas. These concepts are possible sources for basing a contemporary spirituality today. The iconography of
each source is represented in acrylic and 3d printed sculptures in the exhibition.The Undivided Groundâ€‹ is the idea that all are one, also known as the concept of immanence.Faith in Patternâ€‹ is the idea that faith can
be derived from the patterning of matter and reality itself.Pray to Scaleâ€‹ is the idea that the scale and age of the universe itself is the higher power that we can connect with.Purpose from Differenceâ€‹ is the idea that
matter exists to experience every version of itself. The meaning of the universe is diversity itself.Take Me, I Love Youâ€‹ is both the attitude of causal, material, nature herself as well as a prayer to her. While nature has
been a selfless mother to humanity and will continue to give of herself, this declaration must be reciprocated by humankind.Timur Si-Qin (b. 1984) is an artist of German and Mongolian-Chinese descent who grew up in
Berlin, Beijing and in a Native American community in the American Southwest. Growing up in a multi-cultural environment helped inform Si-Qinâ€™s unique sensitivity to the relationship between nature and culture. Now
living in New York, Si-Qin has become a leading figure in a Post-internet generation of artists who reference new developments in science and technology to challenge the separation between the human world and natural
world. Exhibitions include major solo shows at: Magician Space, Beijing (2018/2015); Spazio Maiocchi, Milan (2018); SociÃ©tÃ©, Berlin (2018/2015/2013/2011); Art Basel Hong Kong (2018); Konfuzius Institut, Berlin
(2017); Team Gallery, Los Angeles (2016); Art Basel Statements, Basel (2016). He also participated in the 9th Berlin Biennale in 2016.von ammon co is a contemporary art gallery based in Georgetown, Washington DC
and founded in 2019. One of the only privately-run contemporary art spaces in the US capitol, the galleryâ€™s agenda is to exhibit important exhibitions on a project basis by international artists. â€‹Take Me, I Love
Youâ€‹ is the seventh project in its current location. The gallery is open Friday through Sunday, 12pm to 6pm and by appointment. Please email info@vonammon.co for additional information.This show would not have
been possible without: Adriana Blidaru, Mike Buffington, Magician Space, Societe Berlin, Panama Papers Office, , DR, Kenric McDowell, Troy Therrien, Darri Lorenzen, Benjamin Bertocci, Camelia Blidaru, Nik Kosmas,
Xiaoyu Weng, and Maker Space NY.Link: Timur Si-Qin at von ammon coThe post Timur Si-Qin at von ammon co first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Dozie KanuVenue:Â Project Native Informant,
LondonExhibition Title:Â Owe Deed, One DeepDate: September 30 â€“ November 13, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of
Project Native Informant, LondonPress Release:How might one understand mourning, when the event has yet to end? When the injuries not only perdure, but are inflicted anew? Can one mourn for those lost without
assuming and usurping the place of the dead, and yet recognize that current injuries tether one to this past? Can one fashion an emancipatory vision not premised on recovery? Can one mourn what has yet ceased
happening? And to what â€œendâ€• are these questions invoked? 1In Owe Deed, One Deep, Dozie Kanu presents five new sculptures, all completed this year, which stage the seemingly remote anteriority of the past
and the disfigured promises of the present, to an inapproachable, ambiguous future. In merrill-y, the head of the Egyptian god Amon is buffed to shiny gold and attached to a mannequin torso. It lays below an elevated
metal arm and torso rester. 0â€™s and 1â€™s consists of a vessel tarred black and glossed, holding a single leaf, which will wilt over the duration of exhibition. Composed of a bottle cap opener inscribed with the words
â€œself serveâ€•, in St. Jaded Extinguish, it is attached to a fire extinguisher holder on top of a two-step black metal podium. Healthy Minds Must Grow, Watch From The Bleachers, a day bed frame is reupholstered with
pine slots, as in a deck chair, a purple line drawn in the middle. The curved top appearing as horns are adorned by a white hoodie with embroidered hibiscus. One of the day bedâ€™s legs is interchanged as a prosthetic
of a rusted plow. hemorrhaged and made deaf consists of plumbing resembling the internal organs of a human. Elements are shrink-wrapped and collaged with images of album covers by 2-DEF, Black Dave, Ghetto
Twinz, Big Pokey, and others. A single photograph, Emo State, is repeated twice on the walls of the gallery. Taken by the artist, it shows in blurred distance the Akachi Tower located in Owerri, Nigeria before it was torn
down. Constructed to mimic the biblical Tower of Babel with a measurement of over 40 feet, it was built on reclaimed waste land as a commercial and tourist site.The sculptures and photographs together are embedded in
present in all the complexities, fears, hopes and anxieties of its emergence: how did â€œweâ€• get to this point in contemporary history? Itâ€™s fore-bearers lie as far back as the Atlantic slave trade and the uneven
continental development over the centuries, and to more contemporary history of economic and environmental loops which have become the norm. Owe Deed, One Deep cites the long partnership between empire,
capitalism and modernism, the development of private property and its relationship to the prison industrial complex, and the 2008 housing market crash precipitated by the collapse of the brokerage firm Merrill Lynch.
While in previous exhibitions the artist displays his background in industrial and scenic design, creating works which cross the functional and the aesthetic, this is not the primary concern here. Design and the artistâ€™s
attention to display are a means to enter and engage in the exhibition. Its most pressing question is the one which begins this text: Can one mourn what has yet ceased happening? Mourning is both an expression of loss
that tethers one to the dead, calling on the ownership and debt to the dead, and (assumes to) overcome loss by assuming the place of the dead. Melancholia is its alleged opposite, when the bereaved attempts to
understand this space of death by placing oneself in the position of the captive, and loss is attenuated rather than addressed. 2 Melancholia insists that mourning and the past are not yet complete. Kanuâ€™s sculptures
are an inescapable confrontation with the dichotomy between mourning and melancholia, which historical markers continue to scar on real human bodies in the present and undermine the future. It is not merely a filter one
adopts but the materiality of oneâ€™s bodies, an ever present, ever aware and contradictory violation, and an inapproachable, ambiguous future which is the will to be free.&nbsp;1 Saidiya Hartman, â€œThe Time of
Slaveryâ€•, The South Atlantic Quarterly 101:4 (Fall 2012).2 Sigmund Freud, â€œMourning and Melancholiaâ€•, Trans. James Strachey, Collected Papers, V. 4 (1917/1957) 152 &#8211; 170.Link: Dozie Kanu at Project
Native InformantThe post Dozie Kanu at Project Native Informant first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Ciprian MuresanVenue:Â Hussenot, ParisExhibition Title:Â IncarnationDate: October 10 â€“ November
14, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Hussenot, ParisPress Release:After the fall of communism, Leninâ€™s statue was
torn down from its pedestal in Free Press Square in Bucharest. Rumours had it that the bronze in the statue was itself reused from a monument of King Ferdinand of Romania, in its turn destroyed and melted by
communists.Before â€˜89, the political power in Romania used art and artists for propaganda purposes. Growing up later, Iâ€™ve always had the feeling of discharge from this weight, as if my generation was no longer
limited in its will to create freely. On the other hand, Iâ€™ve also been haunted by the feeling that we were lost and adrift. Being employed by the power generated a feeling of being useful and filled the empty space left
by anguishing questions such as: What is our meaning in society? What is it for?Having this in mind, I kept pondering on how I would approach Lenin today â€“ no prerequisites, no external factors, just me in my studio in
Cluj. How absurd is it to exhibit Leninâ€™s statue in public today? I came up with a strategy to supersize it: I modelled in clay, as classically as possible, a small copy of Boris Carageaâ€™s Lenin in Bucharest, based on
reproductions of the destroyed statue. Through the casting process, small negative moulds have resulted, sized 10 to 20 cm. Again, through the modelling process by hand I enlarged 1:6 times scale. The result of the
combined final pieces is intended to produce a monumental Lenin sculpture, close in its size to the original, through a formalist, abstract process.By copying the curves and volumes of the moulds, the transition from
positive to negative results in a double deformation, both by reproduction as well as by oversizing. A parallel with history is therefore created â€“ when a good idea is amplified in a distorted way, it becomes an absurd
monstrosity.Ciprian MureÈ™anLink: Ciprian Muresan at HussenotThe post Ciprian Muresan at Hussenot first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case youâ€™d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a
single artistâ€™s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, weâ€™re featuring the archive ofÂ Richard Aldrich, where you
can find documentation of 32 projects by the American artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Richard Aldrich first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Yu NishimuraVenue:Â KAYOKOYUKI, Tokyo and
Komagome SOKO, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Around OctoberDate: October 24 â€“ November 29, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of KAYOKOYUKI, TokyoPress Release:KAYOKOYUKI is pleased to present Around October, Yu 
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